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One of Ihe new insertion devices to be inetalled In the expansion of the DO-

RIS storage ring consists of three undulatora designed to cover with the

firsl. harmonic the photon energy ränge between 70 and 2000 eV. The con-

cepls for a high resolution and high throughput monochromator that will

take füll ad van tage of this powerful new beam line are discuesed. The final

design la a modified SX-700 type monochromator in which the focusing ellip-

tical mirror is replaced by a spherical one. The aberrations due to the new

mirror are minimized by elongating the exit ölit arm of the conventional

SX-700, The iillimate resolution expected is 0.03 eV at 152 eV and 0.6 eV at

1086 eV with a photon flux up to 5xl011 photons/(sec 100 mA) at the sample.

The B[iot size at the sample po&ition is lese than 0.4x1.0 mm 2 .

ISSN 0723 - 7979

aubmitted to Nucl. Instr. Heth.
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INTRODUCTIOH

From the performance of several high resolution soft-x-ray monochromators

U became clear that slope errors in the aspherical optlcal elements enclosed

by the elits deteriorate aigntficantly the energy resolution. The SX-700/1

[1-3} achteved source size limited resolution only after a new focusing el-

llptical mirror with slope errors less than ±0.9 arcsec (the minimum achie-

ved with the present aspherical technology) was available (4). The same ty-

pe of monochromator accepting the radiation from another bending magnet at

the DESSY storage ring, al whlch the eource size is smaller, showed an iro-

proved energy resoluticm. However, this waa obtained on the expense of

intensity by shadowing off the elliptical mirror to IX of its optical surface

15).

The highest resolving power in the soft-x ray ränge has been recently ob-

tained {B] with the DRAGON monochromator designed by C.T. Chen [7]. The

Instrument is based on spherical elements and equlpped with a movable exit

slit ( 4.0-4.7 m). Its roain disadvantages are, however, ite yet low through-

put and the varytng exit arm length. An addittonal point to be take n into

account when considering the possibility of matching such a monochromator

to a powerful undulator 181 beam-line äs the one under consideration is the

eevere heat load to which the narrow entrance slit {10 |im) will be exposed.

This argument guided us to choose a monochromator without an entrance

slit, discarding a DRAGON type monochromator for our new XUV beamline.

The perfect matching between the acceptance of a plane grating monochro-

mator äs the FLIPPER, to the undulator beam line Wl at H ASYL AB [9) convin-

ced us to aearch for an Instrument based on a plane grating monochromator

für the new XUV undulator.

We present below a modification of the SX-700 optical design in which the

elliptical focusing rairror is replaced by a spherical one, The aberration re-

solution limit introduced by a spherical mirror can be roade smaller than the

resoJution limit due to the source size by an appropriate extension of the

exit slit arm. An optimization procedure was performed using the ray tra-

citig program SHADOW [10,111 which shows the excellent capabilities of the

Instrument concerning throughput, energy resolution and spot size at the

sample using only one additional focusing mirror beyond the exit slit.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The optical design of the conventional SX-700 monochromator haa been dis-

Cussed by Peteraen (1-3). It ia in principle an inatrument based on a plane

grating aa the original GLEISPIMO nonochromator [12]. If ot and ß are the

angles of incidence and diffraction at the plane grating and lf r is the di-

stance between the source and the grating t he n the vlrtual monochromatic

source will be at a distance

r'=-r [
cosp f

cos« J
(1)

behind the grating. Wavelength ecanning performed by rotatlng the grating

results, therefore, in a virtual monochromatic source at a variable diatance.

This can be eliminated by keepfng the ratlo coeß/cosoi constant (fix-focus

mode) with the help of a plane pre-mirror äs implemented in the SX-700,

The condition c=const. implies that the pre-mirror has to be rotated äs well

äs trsnslated in order to illuminate the grating at the required angle. A

simple mechanicttl solution, ntunely, a singla rotation around an axis mounted

outside the mirror surface (13) was adopted instead by the manufacturer of

the SX-700 (C, Zeiss, Oberkochen). The ratio c was chosen by Petersen [2]

äs 2.25 by considering grating efficienciea in the aoft x-ray region.

The focuslng of the flxed virtual source Into the exlt alit ia performed in

the Standard Instrument by an ellipUca) mirror. If n and n are the virtual

source-mirror and mirror-slit distance, reepectively, then the vertical Spot

size at the exit alit plane is glven by

&z' = Az c ( r2 /ri ) ,

where Az fs the vertical source size.

(2)

It Ja well known, that the optimal resolution of a vertically diapersing gra-

ting monochromator is determined by the vertical source size. The size and

divergence of the electron beara at the Position of the XUV undulators for

DORIS III were optipiized {14| accordlng to thls requirement. The actual pa-

rametera are summarized In table 1. Aa seen in the table the vertical source

size is relatlvety large äs compared to that found in the newly dedicated

low emittance storage ringe. This can be coropensated for, howeveti by ta-

king advantage of the large dietance we can choose between the eource
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poilkt and the spherical refocusing roirror (28 m), äs shown below.

The replacement of the elliptical focusing mirror by the appropriate spheri-

cal one without changing any other parameter In the SX-700 design, beeides

the gratfng-source distance, (ntroduces a severe coma aberration. The ver-

tical spot size at the exlt slit plane due to this aberration, Az'c , is, in fact,

much larger than the correapondlng size of the focused source image, Az'.

For a spherical mirror of length 2w and radiue

2 T l l l -1

R= - » - , O)

(4)

with angle of Incidence a, the coma aberration la glven by

m-[-.-i
By inaerting the relevant geometrical Parameters in eqs. (3) and (4), namely

n=2.252 x 28000 mm, rz =1000 mm, a=88°, and w=112.5 mm olie obtains

| Az'c | =0.33 um, whfch is 23 times larger than the spot size obtained from

eq. (2) when taking the FWHM of the vertical source size (table 1).

Two Solutions are possible in order to minlmize this aberration: to reduce

the mirror length at the expense of intensity or to use a mirror with a

larger radius and elongating the exit slit arm of the monoc h romator. The

latter does not reduce the throughput of the monochromator. It does, on the

other hand, Increase Az' but this does not affect the energy resolution sln-

ce the linear disperslon increases by the same factor. A satisfactory com-

promise for a reasonable exit alit arm is rz=6000 mm at which Az'{0.07G

mm)>az' c , The results of the ray tractng calculations described below agree

with the analytical solution showing that only the coraa aberration is of im-

portance in the present case.

The spot size at the exit alit plane due to surface tan gen t errors of magni-

tude o is given by

The technology for producing the required spherical roirror with -0.4<o<0.4

arceec is well established [151. Eq. 5 ylelde 4z'« =0.048 mm for such surface

tangent errors which translatea into a maximum resolution degradation of

only 17X.
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Figure l shows the optical elements of the proposed bearaline.

RAY TRACING RESULTS

The Parameters of the three undulator s [81 are listet! in table 2. The diver-

gence of the delivered undulator beam was taken in conslderation in the ray

tracing calculations. The undulator length, on the other hand, was found to

rnake no slgnificant change in the ray tracing reaulte due to the large

Bource-grating distance. Table 3 givea the Parameters of the optical ele-

ments relevant to the ray tracing calculations.

The first series of ray tracing calculations were performed In order to de-

termine the minimum mirroi— exit slit diatance required in order to obtain

source size limlLed resolution. The mirror radiua was varied between 56,9 m

and 382.27 m. The plane pre-mirror belonging to the monochromalor äs well

äs a plane mirror to be inatalled in the beam line to cut-off the high ener-

gy photona were not included in the optical System used in the ray-tracing

calculations.

Pigure 2a shows the beam epot pattern (hv=1086 eV) at the exit slit plane

for rz=6000 mm (R=329,9 m) using the füll mirror acceptance (approx. 150«

30 mm2 at this energy). The results of fig. 2b shows the effect of masking

down the mirror to 110mm. The adjacent histograms show that In the dis-

persing and in the non-disperslng direction the distrlbutlon is almost Gaus-

sian. The FWHM in the former direction is 0.087 mm in (ig. l and 0.077 mm

in flg. 2, practically eource slze Ilmited.

The solid linea in figures 3 and 4 summarize the energy resolution obtained

from the linear disperskm and the spot size at the exit slit plane äs a

function of the mirror-slit distance at 152 eV and 1086 eV, respectively. At

152 eV no photons are lost due to the grating dimenslons but only 11% of

the monochromatic light is accepted by the mirror. At 1086 eV, 79X of the

photons are accepted by the grating and all are refocused by the mirror.

As seen in both figures the resolution limit due to the mirror aberrationa

decreases rapidly with increasing mirror-ellt distance without reaching a

Saturation value. The dashed lines in figures 3 and 4 were deduced from

the ray tracing calculations after limiting the mirror length to 110 mm. This
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impliea rejecting 66X and 35X of the photona at 152 eV and at 1086 eV, re-

apectively. Comparing to the case of the füll mirror it is seen that a better

resolution is obtained when masklng the mirror down äs deduced above

when considering equation (4). It 1s also worth notlng that in the case of

the rnaaked rairror, the source limlted resolution is achieved when the exit

slit is at 5000 mm from the mirror pole.

The energy resolution derived from ray tracing calculations uaing a mirror

of radius 329.9 m ts displayed in Fig. 5 for the esse of a zero height exit

alit. The minimum spot size obtained from the ray tracing is 75 (im. Therefo-

re, a s malle r exit slit e.g., 20 (im, should not affect significantly the values

presente.d in the graph. The crosses were obtained without limiting the ex-

posed surface of the focusing mirror. The better resolution, repreaented by

the squares, was obtained by masking down the length of the mirror to 110

mm. The figure also includes the resolution obtained with Ihe conventional

optics of the SX-700 monochromators at BESSY. The dashed lines are the re-

sults obtained with the SX-700/II installed recently at [5], the resolution in

thJs case is determined by the slope errora of the elliptical mirror. The

dotted line shows the performance of the SX-700/1, equlpped with the focu-

sing mirror having slope errora of ±0.9 arcsec [4). Here the resolution is

limited by the source size. The solid line represents the best results achie-

ved with the SX-700/H, obtained after masking down 99X of the elliptical

mirror surface [5]. As seen In the figure the replacement of the elliptical

mirror by a spherlcal one, the elongation of the exit slit ariri| and the inc-

rease of the source-focusing mirror distance improves the performance of

the this type of monochromator even without reducing the Illumination of the

spherical mirror surface.

The refocusing of the divergent beara beyond the exit atit can be satisfactc—

rily performed with only one additionai mirror. Due to the long exit alit arm

and the largest effektive height of the mirror (7.85 mm), the maximum verti-

cal divergence is 1.3 mrad. This yielda a spot of sltghtly less than 2 mm in

the vertical direction at 1500 mm from the exit slit. It is, therefore suffl-

cient to focus the divergent beam only horlzontally. This can be done by

using a plane elliptical mirror äs the ray tracing results show in Flg. 6a at

a p ho ton energy of 1086 eV. As seen in the figure the spot size 1s less than

0.4x1.8 mm z . An improved energy resolution iwplies, In this design, an Ira-

proved epot size äs well. Limiting the spherlca! mirror length to HO mm
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means that the divergence in the vertical direction is 0.64 mrad I.e., lesa

than one millitneter at the sample Position äs demonstrated in Fig. 6b.

The fluxes delivered by the undulator at 152 and 1086 eV are 6x10" and

8x10« * photons/Uec x 100mA x 0.1% bandwidth) respectlvely [8]. Taking into

account reflectivity loeses due to the 4 rairrors, grating efficiencies of 20%

(152 eV) and 5% (1086 eV} [16], an exlt eilt helght of 20 um, and the accep-

tance of the different oplicsl Elements one obtaina approximately 5 x 10*' and

2,5x10'' phoLons/sec at the sample at the highest resolution for the two

Photon energies, respectively,

The optical elementa will be exposed to conaiderable heat loads. 1.7 KW will

hit the first mirror under the worat conditions naraely, use of the low

energy undulator with Die narrowest gap. Approximately 1.5 KW have to be

dissipated in this optical element. The pre-mirror of the monochromator re-

ceives 200 Watt, the grating 11 Watt. Therefore, an efffcient coollng scheine

äs well äs an appropriate cholce of Materials like SiC (17) has to be emp-

loyed for the moriochroraator.

CONCLUS10NS

We liave presented several tnodlficationa In the optical concept of the SX-7QO

monochrorautor which improve eignificantly its Performance. In parlicular,

the soiution presentod above is extremely well auited to an undulator beatn.

The replacement of the focuslng elllptical mirror by a spherical one and the

extension of the e-ut sllt arm leads to source size Hmited resolution. The

relalively lat'ge vertical eource size at the position of the undulator is com-

pensnted for by the large distance at which the spherical mirror ie located

and by the dem.igmfication of the plane grating. The choice of a plane gra-

ting monochromator without an entrance sllt shows that, beaidea the reflec-

tivity losses and gniting efficiency, the undulator beam is efflciently uaed.

The horizontal refocusing beyond the exit alit with a plane elllptical mirror

1s sufficient to obtain a spot small enough for the Experiments planned with

this Instrument, e.g., high resolution emission apectroscopy in the XU V and

photoelectron spectroecopy.
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Table l

Electron optics parameters

Electron energy

Electron current

OK

o'x

Oz

o't

4.5 Gev

100 mA

3.1 mm

0.13 rorad

0.34 mm

0.039 mrad

Table Z

Undulator Parameters, K 1s the wlggler parameter.

Energy

(eV)

50-400

200-iOOO

800-2000

Perlod

(cm)

11.91

8.83

6.58

Number

33

45

60

Length

(m)

4.0

4.0

4.0

Field

(T)

0.71

0.54

0.38

K Total Power

(KW/100 mA)

7.91 2.54

4.45 1.47

2.30 0.71

Tuble 3

Optical components used in the ray tracing calculatlonu.

(The length units are in mm, anglee are in degrees, the distance is relative

to the source point, and the groove denslty in gr/mm)

Diraenßions Distance Incidence angle Groove Density

Gräting 110x30 27350 variable 1220 gr/mra

Spherical mirror 225x30 28000 88

Plane elliptical mirror 600x30 34500 88

Sample Position 35500
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FIGURE CAPTIOHS

FigureJ.,

Optical layout of the beamline.

Figure 2.

Beam B pol pattern (hv=1086 eV) at the exit slit plane for rz =6000 mm

(R=329,9 m), x and z are the non-dispereing and diapersing directiona, re-

spectively. a) Füll mirror aceeptance (160x30 mm1 at this energy) . b) Acti-

ve Burface of the mirror, 110 x 30 rom1. The adjacent htatograroe show the

number of rays äs a functlon of the x and z coordlnatea.

Ftgure 3.

Energy resolution äs a function of the mirror-alit dlstance for hv°152 eV.

The mirror radius varfes between 56.9 and 382.27 m.

Figure 4. , '

As in flg. 3 but for hv*1086 eV,

Figure 5.
*

Energy resolution äs a functlon of the photon energy. Symbols: present cal-

culationa for a mirror of radiua 329.9 m. + füll mirror Illumination; n* only

110 mm of the mirror length are uaed. Dotted Hne, SX-700/1 with focusing

mirror having slope errors of *0,9 arcsec (from Ref [4]). Broken and solid

Unes; SX-700/1I with füll mirror Illumination and after masklng down 99X of

the elliptical mirror ßurface,reepectively (from Ref. [5]}.

Figure 6.

a) and b) AB in Fig. 2 but at the sample plane.
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